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It is not necessary for hospital staff (or any other person for that matter) to be trained in

Whilst the terms "hypnosis" and "hypnotic suggestion" will conjure up different things for dif

By "effective hypnotic suggestion" I do not intend to imply that this refers to only beneficia

Awareness Under Chemical Anaesthesia: "particularly impressive have been some of the reports a

It is my experience that all too often, innocuous and seemingly friendly remarks and communica

Such a comment, without negative intention, may be the difference that tilts the patient towar

A while ago I asked a colleague to return to me some important research papers I had lent to h

"I’ll try to remember to bring them" he told me. My brain registered the word "try" and inside

Hypnotists will often utilize the word "try" to imply failure as it provides permission to fai

I have often heard inexperienced hypnotists tell their clients to "try to relax" and on one oc

In any form of health care provision, rapport is very important as people tend to move away (e

A mistake that is common to many therapists of various fields is the operating belief that the

With an ever increasing emphasis on standardization of medical treatments we see a two fold re

When a patient is in intensive care - his blood pressure is monitored both by automated cuff a
As one surgeon suggested to me in ITU - we don’t really make people well here, the body heals

Two useful patterns utilized in hypnosis are those of the contingent and adjunctive suggestion

In the anaesthetic rooms, I often hear anaesthetists say something like, "as I inject this you

Since drifting off to sleep is an inevitability and is perfectly predictable in terms of the a
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